In accordance with NSWCCORINST 5530.4C, “Use of Portable Electronic Devices on Navy Property”, the following devices and media are ALLOWED inside the Restricted Area (beyond the turnstiles) when registered and/or approved in advance. If brought in without registration or approval, they may be confiscated & erased/degaussed/destroyed. If you are uncertain, the device should remain outside the Restricted Area. PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO/AUDIO RECORDING are NOT ALLOWED anywhere inside the Restricted Area.

- Cellular phones with or without digital camera/video capability
- Smart Phone devices and (PDAs), i.e., Blackberry, iPhone, Droid, iPaq
- Digital Music Players, i.e., iPod, Zune
- AM/FM radios and CD players
- AM/FM radio/CD player/Digital Music Player combination units
- Legally-purchased music CDs with read-only capability
- Dedicated e-book readers, i.e. Kindle, Sony book reader, Pandigital
- Dedicated calculator
- Bluetooth devices for personal PEDs
- Headphones or ear-buds attached to PEDs
- Approved Government PEDs
- Visitor Laptops, Notebooks, and iPads with Information Assurance Manager approval Form NSWCCORDIV 2010/4

**NMCI Computers may be brought in WITHOUT prior written approval from the Information Assurance Manager.**